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             ON THE VISCOSITY OF PURE LIQUID. 

M 

              / By 1lllxlo'Tnaluna. 

         I) Derivation of the formula for the variation of-viaco9itp with temperature. 

            P:yring and others'I applied the theory of the absolute reaction rate to the 

         problem of viscosity and obtained nnny interesting results. It is quite nahnal to 
        expect similar results Iron the standpoint of the collision theory. I-]ence it is not 

         of no interest to treat the problem of.viscosity with this theory-. 
           ~ Let us (if5t derive the expression for the coefficient of viscosity. Our treatment ~ 

         resembles as a matter ~ot course that of i?yring and others, but there arc some 

         different points. T}te viscosity coefficent is given by' the (ogee necessary to shift 
         a layer of liquid of unit area and of the thicl:Hess of olm molecule past a second 

 ~ 
,layer by the distance behvecn two lalcrs in unit time. Por simplicity, let us 

         assume that the molecules arc arranged as shown in Fig. {. In order to pass from 

                ~ .~ 

               __ .___, 

           ~ ° --> ~~~ 

           P, 

                                                              -Fi
g. t. 

        'A to B it is necessary for a molecule at A to jump over a potential hairier which 

         lies 'behvecn A and B. In other words, the passage of the molecule at A to 

         B requires the expenditure of energy. This energy of activation is considered to -

               r)' li, gyring, J. Clrnu. Plq•a, 4, z83 (r936) : R, IL gaell and 1{, gyring, ibid., 5, 7z6 (r937) 
           J. O. I[irschfelder, D. Y. Slevenson and ]L Eyring. ibrd., 5, SSG (t937)t e)c. See also S. Glasslone, li. 

          J. Laidler and li. Eyring, T/rr Tluary of Rnre P.aarr, (tygt) p, 477. 
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be required to push other molecules aside, to make a suitable hole and perhaps to 

break some bonds in the case of associated ]iquids as discussed below . 

                             Let us assume that the potential bonier ,is 

  ~~~~ symmetrical and has minima at /i and B as shown 
                t in Fig. a. Let f be the shearing force acting on a 

i 

      ~ t single molecule. The etlect of the force causing the 
 ~ j E fioty of liquid is to reduce the. height of the energy 
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        t barrier in the forward directial by an amount de and 

         ~~ ' the height .in fhe opposite direction will be raised 

~~ by the same 'amount. de is given. by the following. 
   PIg. z: mlation :. 

unber of times a molecule passes over the barrier and moves in the forward 

on per second is given by 

                                   (c-ee) -

v is the frequency ~ factor, k the Roltzmann cons4vrt ;and that in the opposite 

mn is given by 
                                tutee) 

I -k., gives the number of particles which pass from f1 to B in one second. 

ondition required to get the formula for the viscosity coefficient is the one 
moves on molecule at A towards I3 by'a distance equal to 1, in one secald, 

uting L'qs. (a) and (3) in Eq. (4) gives 

            3 e y1 2 kT t -e kT ~=ve kT 2 sllih -
       !, kT , 

the ordinary condition ~T ~ I, it follows that 

                  kl 1, 

ow Ncsvton's law of Viscoas flotr for stream line motion is 

_ ,/ .
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where F,. ~, A and ~ have usual meanings. As in our case A=1, ~_> and 
f-Fll, from Eqs. (t) and (y) we get 

Substituting the relation (6) in Eq. (8) gives 

                    ~~ kT                       1 _QxT (9)                       ~- 
~i~i~Y<a Y 

or , 
                          1, c RT XT 

where V is -the molecular volume, E the activation. epergy per mole for viscous 

flow and R the gas const<1nt. The relation (co) is similar to those obtained from 

somewhat different standpoint by the other authors°~. Taking the logarithm of the 
both sides of Eq. (io), use get 

     log ~_? log (~ >-log V+fog R+log T-log v+~~, (t t) ' 

[ II) The evaluation of F; and log v. 

    Assuming the relation (fo) or (1 t) to be valid, we haveYalculated the values 

of E and log y for a) water, b} benzene and c) mercury.. These values change 
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                z) Eyring and others, see (aot•nMe [) : S $acekn, Ball. Cktut. Soc. faJwry I3, 
         5imha, J. Chon. P/qv., $ zoz (x939) . J. Frenkel, Tmat. Prmdny Sat., 33, Ss ([93~)• 
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   with temperature as shown in pigs. 3 and 4. All the viscosity data have been 

   taken either from the International Critical Tables or from Landolt-lidntstein's 

   I'hysil:alisclt-Chemische Tabellen and the most probable values have been used. hor 

   mercury the- data given, in \~ard's papct't have been also consulted. In Ute 

   calculation it has been assumed that It=ln. 

     ¢) -Water - i -
       As is pointed out by several anthers, abnormally large viscosity of water may 

   be due to the hydrogen bond structure. When a molecule in water flows, it must 

   not only break van der Waals' and dipole "bonds ", but also hydrogen. bond. 
   From Fig. 3 it is seen that the activation energy for the' flow process in abnormally 

   high at low temperahues. The activation energy at O°C may be about ?800 

   calories higher 'than that of high temperature where almost all the hydrogen bolds 

   maybe consideted to have been broken. If the rnergy of the .hydrogen bond is 

   assumed to be 3000 calories per mole's, tho breaking of the hydrogen bond seems 

   to play an important rule in the flow process of this liquid. And .this view does 
   also elucidate the abnormally high value of log v of water, as seen in Fig. q, at 

    low temperatures. ` 

       Judging from Sig. 4, let us assume log v for water at high temperatures, where 
   all the bonds are broken, to be t3.j. Then log v at o°C is r.3 higher than this 

   i. e.~ v at o°C is about 63o times as large as that at high,temperatnres. Now it 

         3) A. G. \Vnrd„ ibrd~ 33, 91 (1936)- . 

  
- q) Burnh>m, Cross and Leightnu, J. Aw. C/uue. Sit., 59, t13,t (1937)•
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 •is i'CdS01]able t0 a5sllme tN0 or tIL'Ce 14'ater IllO1CCl11C5 t0 l]C aS50Clated OIl the 

  average at o°C. Then for such a large "molecule " we must, as is well known, 

  use fllc following expression in Eq. (1).. 

                e ;.r(E'/RT')•5''}(E/RT)s ~+...... (lz) 
                    L s-l ! (s-2)!

(1946)20

  _ ~ (
S-t) ~ (s_2) i ~ 

 Let us assume, that three molecules, for example, are associated. , 

ue in the brackets in the above expression is 3 x G3o, u•e eau explain . 

high value of log v at o°C. If we consider the case at o°C, since 

alue in the brackets. becomes about t9oo .vhen s is taken to be 7. 

tter molecules contain 9 atoms, s must not exceed 3 x q-6=zt. 

asc s is equal to 7, it is rot unreasonable. ht a similar tvay,. the 

ogy is explainable even if the value of association factor is assumed 

:ems ditG4ult to elucidate the high value of v at -low temperatures. 

tg the association and the breaking of the hydrogen bond. 

ht it is striking that the curve for benzene has a mininmtn. Benzene 

~idered to associate even at low temperatures, because the value of 

s law, for example, does not become small at lower temperatures. 

groups may exist and the streaming process may help benzene 
ange face to face contacting with the greatest area, and ~thc rise of 

ty disturb this arrangement. nnother point to be considered is the 

 change of the value of h in ):q. (rl), which we have assumed 
and equal to t, on the calculation of E and log v. .Probably ~' 

nv temperatures and approaches to i with increasing temperature. 

the -values of E and log v a little more at lower temperatures than 

3 and q. The increase of E and log v at higher temperatures may 
ame causes that will be discussed later in the case of nterctuy. In 

ene it is necessary to make further searching inquiry. 

 Ease we can put 1,=1;,, there is no ambiguity aiising from the value 

also we-see that not only E but also log •r increase obviously n~th 

For complex molecules the change of E with temperature is expected 

tence of the tcntperature o_n the shape of the u7olecule and of 
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   oricntation'tt Rut for mercury; the cannot expect such a temperahve- dependence 

   except at loiv tenipelatures where tltc existence of Hg_ molecules cannot be 
   neglected. For the lack of the viscosity data near thei melting .point, we camiot 

   evahiate tltc value of E and log i near that point. Rut from the curve belotv,[oo°C, 
   it is supposed that the curve below -lo°C is parallel to the temperature axis or 

   has- a minimum. If this 'is true it stay to due to the existence of Hg, molecules. 
   NTOw let us consider what causes the value of E to increase with temperature., Since 

   the increase in Etvhen the interatomic distance is decreased by oscillation may- be 

   reasonably considered to exceed the decrease in L'tvhen the distance increases by 

 ̀  the same amount, it is not strange that the mean value of the energy of activation 
   for Floty process ilicrcases with temperature; even if the average interatomic distance 

   increases by thermal expansion. ~ 

       Nest we will consider the cause of the increase, in .log r with temperature. 

   At low temperatures the atoms vibrate just as those in the solid sLite, Rut the 

  amplitudes are so large that the ideal case of the harmonic oscillator can no longer 

   6e employed, and . the restorhtg force may increase at a greater rate than the 

   displacement. Thus the frequency will increase with rising temperah:re. This 

   relation behveen the frequency of vibration of atoms and temperature must be 

  . closely comtected s+ith the change of he:[t capacity of this liquid }Oith temperature, 
   and indeed some authorsal assumed the increase of v with. temperature in their 

  attempts~`to calculate the molecular heat of liquids. , 

      Further discussion must be deferred until the .calculations are carried on for 

  many other liquids, and it may possibly become necessary to modify somewhat the 

  above considerations. 

      In conclusion the udhor wishes rto express Iris thariks'to Professor J. Oishi 

  for helpful discussion in comtection with the present work. 

  ~ Tokyo Irr~2ittlte of Teaha:ojoyy, 7bkyo. • 
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t •~ 
        5) F. Eirich avd 5. Simha, f. C/ran. Pkrr•, 7, tt6 (t939); S. Kyryip,uLrs,e%id.,7, Sz (t939).' 

        G) A. Encken, Ber. 1k. lf~irr. 6n~i~y 22, 68z (igiq) ; A. Dlagnus, Z. niw a. Clunr.,,174 73 (tgi8). 
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